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Why so serious? 
How the Internet murdered compassion 
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A stunning new commemorative plate from the Royal Doulton 
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just the way you like it. There’s a couple of things we couldn’t fit in — notably Todd Akin and Julian 

Assange, who both had to be scrapped for reasons of space. Short version: Akin’s a fucking cunt, but it’s 

important to keep in mind at all times that his crime was speaking his own party’s platform aloud. Their 

whole election strategy involves keeping as many people as possible unaware of just how evil they really 

are. 

As for Assange, he’s a douchebag. While there’s nuances to his rape accusations — he’s accused of doing 

creepy things with his dick and refusing to wear a condom (which is classified as rape), but not outright 

forcible entry — it’s not important, because the work he was doing with WikiLeaks — which we 

supported — is now done. It’s over. That shit’s finished. The people he was exposing have turned 

WikiLeaks into a tabloid penny dreadful via its founder’s literal dickery. And it could all have been 

avoided if he’d stayed anonymous, kept his head down, compressed his ego, not invited the world to 

make it all about him. The second the world learned his name, the jig was up.  

Finally, David Cameron’s reshuffle happened as we were putting the magazine to bed or whatever, so we 

could only fart out a single page on it. Short version: Jeremy Hunt got a fucking promotion. Fuck all of you. 

Packed to the rafters with abject misery and pessimism, 
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ILL  communication 

What’s almost as terrifying  as the 
rise of assault weapons? The rise of 
the hyper-detached generation. How 
social media has made us antisocial. 

Words: John-Wirstham Harte 
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S 
ince our last issue, three mass shootings have 

taken place in the United States. Granted, 

one of them was by the NYPD, but still. We 

could use this space to argue for gun control, 

and the obviousness of - at the very least - not letting 

literally anyone who wants one to buy a fucking 

ASSAULT WEAPON. But that argument was lost 

long, long ago. The American gun control debate is 

over. They won. The gun is God, and it needs its 

occasional tithe in innocent blood. Apparently 

they're fine with that. The occasional mass shooting 

is a price America has declared itself willing to pay 

for the sake of their precious fear-shields. 

That's a given. Something else that's not getting as 

much notice is the reaction from the bowels of the 

Internet. It's not getting much notice because, hey, 

it's only the Internet, and 

who cares about that? 

Because at this point, it's 

still young enough to be 

dismissed that easily. But in 

a few decades, it will be the 

main means by which 

h u m a n  b e i n g s  w i l l 

communicate. And at least 

a couple of generations will 

have grown up not knowing 

a world without it. They'll 

have grown up with it as 

their main social and 

cultural touchstone. The 

first of these generations is 

developing now. And their main defining feature is 

that they don't give a fuck about anything. 

It only took a few hours after the Aurora killings for 

the first memes to start appearing on self-

consciously dumbass forums like 4chan and the like. 

Square photos of the perpetrator’s face with two 

lines of curt writing in capitalized Impact in brutally 

efficient setup-punchline format. As a humorous 

form, it’s actually not bad—certainly superior to any 

given New Yorker cartoon of a man sitting behind a 

desk. On those odd occasions when people with 

talent and wit use the format—people who can 

make an advantage of their super-concentrated 

nature, for example—they often produce things that 

normal human beings can find funny. At no time, 

unfortunately, did this happen to the Aurora 

memes. The joke is: lol this guy killed people. Hours 

ago. And it’s easy to say “well, who cares what 

4chan do”, but stupid as they are, they still represent 

a section of people whose main reaction to tragedy 

is to point and laugh. Not even point and laugh; 

gurgle while staring into the middle distance. And 

that group is getting bigger. How many of those 

memes did you see in your Facebook inbox (or 

Google Plus, assuming anyone still uses that)? From 

people who should have known better? Goalposts 

have shifted in the last decade that many people still 

don’t even know were ever there in the first place. 

T 
alking of the social network, the best-known 

victim of Aurora turned out to be a young 

woman named Jessica Redfield Ghawi, an 

aspiring sportscaster who had already barely 

missed a shooting in Toronto 

only a few weeks earlier. The 

last entry on her blog was—

and is—a heartfelt article 

about the Toronto shooting 

and the caprice of fate. Fate is 

a fucking cunt. 

And so are a lot of Twitter 

users. As a media personality 

of the future, Ms Ghawi had a 

Twitter account. Her last 

tweets were about her arrival 

at and anticipation of the 

movie. “MOVIE DOESN'T 

START FOR 20 MINUTES”. 

It turned out to be her last 

broadcast. They’re still up now, the excited postings 

of a woman who had no idea she was about to die 

for no reason at all, preserved in as-it-happened 

amber thanks to the Internet. 

One of those last tweets, horribly, was “Never 

thought I'd have to coerce a guy into seeing the 

midnight showing of The Dark Knight Rises with 

me.” It’s a hideously tragic piece of instant 

hindsight. Shortly after the news broke, a certain 

aff_man tweeted back: “@JessicaRedfield thanks 

for coercing a guy to his death”. Hahahahaha 

YOU’RE MOCKING A MURDER VICTIM FOR 

BEING DEAD. DID THAT NOT OCCUR TO 

YOU. WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH YOU 

GOD DAMN IT. 
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Other jokes that made the rounds of Internet fora 

before the bodies had even gone cold included “"I was 

totally blown away," [Survivor Roland] Jones said. 

"I loved all the actors, especially the hot lead.” “I 

feel so bad for those people, they don't know what 

happens in the ending,” “Let’s all go to the lobby 

and get shot by gun bullets”. Ghawi’s face was used 

as the punchline to countless “Forever Alone” 

memes. Again, this is the morning after — just 

hours after the shooting, when some of the bodies 

were still bleeding out.  

W 
e’re not arguing against black comedy 

— have you read this magazine before? 

— but there’s a difference between 

making an off-colour reference to Fred 

West in the pub and literally pointing and 

laughing at the electronic representation of a murder 

victim’s still-warm corpse.  

And that’s just the tip of the iceberg. The hivemind 

of noted idiocy forum 4chan deliberately 

constructed a hoax scenario that implicated rival 

forum 9gag in the shooting — the posters there 

having supposedly given Holmes the idea and 

encouraged him to do it “for the lulz”. There are 

layers of insanity here that only a professional could 

explore — and the most disturbing thing is, the 9gag 

“lulz” scenario not that hard to believe. Something 

like it might well happen. People might literally die 

for an internet in-joke one of these days. 

It’s the screens, that’s the problem. Those god 

damned screens. They’re simultaneously magical 

windows into the world, and cold, hard force-fields 

keeping you at arms-length from it. No wonder 

everyone is so detached; there’s literally a wall 

between every person on earth. A transparent one. 

Increasingly, people seem to actually believe, on 

some level, that they’re in a bubble, that they’re the 

only real ones on Earth; previously, screens were 

mostly for fiction. Now, everything on the planet is 

on a screen, and people have forgotten the 

difference. 

And the worst thing is, no-one cares that no-one 

cares. It’s just the Internet. It’s not real life. Get a 

sense of humour. The sickness — and it is sickness– 

is either underestimated or—from within—defended 

due to some sort of mutant strain of peer pressure. 

So it goes on. 

The reason we’re worried about this is that this is 

the future of human interaction. In a few 

generations, everything will be done via screens. If 

we don’t arrest the downward slide we’re already 

on, if we don’t find some way to preserve the 

concept of empathy, the human race might just 

degenerate into gawping, slack-jawed cavemen, 

fighting and eating and fucking and very little else. 

Hey, it’s an open possibility. 

Instead of printing even more horrible shit, we’re going to illustrate the 
article with a plug for the JRG Foundation. Follow them on Twitter, visit 

them on Facebook at facebook.com/jessicaghawifoundation. We’re 
not affiliated and have had no contact with them. We’re just guilty. 
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THE WHITEST KIDS U KNOW 
The players are assembled. The GOP have 
the whitest ticket since Dole/Kemp — and it 
might just go the same way. It’s squeaky 
bum time in the US election: here’s why 
everyone should be worried. 

Words: Willard van Omnomnom Quine 
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P aul Ryan? Really? We mean, sure he was one of our picks in the last issue, 

but we honestly thought he’d go with someone less white. Not to mention 

more Protestant. But it’s a canny move in many ways, because it lets 

Romney establish a potentially beneficial narrative. Before, when the ticket 

was just him and AN Other, it was all about Obama and his (perceived) failures; attack, 

attack, attack, and stay as bland as possible. That strategy was imposed by Romney himself and his 

complete lack of anything resembling a clear belief system or political ideology (beyond “fuck you got 

mine”, which is where much Republican thinking begins and ends). 

Ryan, on the other hand, has an ideology. It’s called Objectivism, and it’s “fuck you got mine” 

elevated to the point of Godhood. Instantly, the Republican ticket has an idea of its own besides 

“FUCK OBAMA” and can re-frame the narrative of the election as a clash between two honest-to-god 

visions of America: Obama’s one, where things are less shit than they were four years ago to the extent 

that bipartisanship and venality will allow, or Ayn Rand’s, of which we’re pretty sure the logical 

conclusion is feudalism with iPads. 

A yn Rand, for those blessedly unfamiliar, was a Russian immigrant who reacted against a 

childhood in Stalin’s 

Soviet Union like an 

elastic band stretched 

to its apogee: she rejected all 

philosophies other than the 

veneration of self. “Enlightened 

self-interest”, she called it. 

Self ishness as  moral ism, 

everyone else calls it. Altruism 

was the ultimate evil — 

seriously, she genuinely thought 

it was evil. “Do not hide behind 

such superficialities as whether 

you should or should not give a 

dime to a beggar. That is not the 

issue. The issue is whether you do 

or do not have the right to exist 

without giving him that dime.” 

She said that. Then she said it 

again, twice, and once more with 

feeling as an sort of rhetorical 

underline. She did that. It’s why 

“Atlas Shrugged” was seven 

billion pages long despite having 

almost no plot. 

Look, we’re not going to sum up 

Ayn Rand’s philosophies. Read 

John Galt’s speech (if you have 

the time and/or patience— it’s as 

THE DEAD-EYED OBJECTIVIST 

America’s fuck off team, yesterday. (GettyImages) 
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long as an entire novella by itself, and it’s a fucking boring, preachy novella to boot). The centre of the 

philosophy is, as that douchebag Galt himself put it, “I will never live for the sake of another man sake, 

nor ask another man to live for mine.” See: fuck you; got mine. Therefore, all government programs are 

evil because they requires people to give of themselves for the sake of others — the very definition of 

tyranny, as far as Rand was concerned. Social Security is tyranny squared; anyone who isn’t already 

rich from the sweat of their brow is a parasite, and Social Security just allows them to be parasites. If 

you need welfare, she argued, be rich enough to deserve it. Incidentally, after a brush with lung cancer 

(after smoking like a railway for decades), by the time she died she had been on the Social Security 

register for five years. She resisted, to be fair to her, but she ultimately gave in because that’s how the real 

world works. And yet, despite her having disproved her entire philosophy at the end of her life, she’s still 

thought of as a god, mostly by selfish and bitter grad students looking for an intellectual way to say 

“FUCK YOU, DAD!” R yan’s not a plain-dealing Randian, though: the flipside of Objectivism is a strict Rationalism 

— the tyranny of religion is just as bad as the tyranny of niceness, after all.  Rand would 

have slapped Ryan silly, because Ryan’s a right-wing American, and to those people, 

nothing, not even taxes, not even universal healthcare, is as monstrous as not being a 

Christian. Ryan’s 

found a way to marry 

Randian self-centred 

society -des troying 

fuckery with fervent 

Christian  —not just 

Christian, Catholic, 

for heaven’s sake, so 

guilt and alcohol are 

bound to make an 

a p p e a r a n c e  —

fundamentalism to 

create a chimera of 

pure shit. Add in his 

dead-eyed, watery 

stare and you have 

the creepiest running-

mate since Dan 

Quayle. He even 

shares Quayle’s youth 

and handsomeness — 

or at least as far as the 

Republican party can 

tell. Those terrifying 

cobalt-blue eyes make 

him look like a Cylon 

infiltrator. 
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A t the time of writing, Obama (and 

Biden) had a comfortable lead in the 

polling, with a projected 332 

electrical votes against Romney/

Ryan’s 202. (Incidentally, the numbers remain the 

same if you remove the results from the slightly 

controversial Rasmussen, who are either slightly 

biased to the right, or so lazy it creates a slight 

bias to the right). That’s from September 1st, days 

after the Republican Convention in Tampa, 

which began with apocalyptic weather conditions 

casting doubt on the whole thing—which surely 

must have given the fundamentalist Republicans 

pause—and whose highlight turned out to be an 

elderly Harry Callahan incoherently haranguing 

his imaginary friend, the President. Florida was 

an obvious choice, being one of the states 

(alongside Ohio and Virginia) where the election 

is usually won and lost. The Democrats are 

holding theirs the week this magazine goes out in 

North Carolina, a few hundred miles north and 

another swing state, won by Obama by only a 

couple of thousand votes in 2008. Clint Eastwood 

would, I’m sure, have much rather seen it the 

other way around, with the Democrats getting the 

storm-lashed convention and the Republicans 

instead going to one of the major cradles of jazz. 

Although one would think that, more than 

anything, he’d rather have been allowed to 

actually say in his own words why he preferred 

Romney to Obama, rather than being stuffed with 

talking points and forced into a humiliating 

scenario in which he berates a chair under the 

impression that it’s the President of the United 

States of America. Watching Clint Eastwood — 

one of the last great Movie Stars, and generally a 

man of considerable dignity and authority — 

rambling on a stage like an ancient shut-in who 

went senile many years ago — which he 

absolutely is not — was the saddest thing to come 

out of American politics since Prop 8. 

The Democrats’ “civilian speaker” would appear 

to be Sandra Fluke, which seems like a backfire 

waiting to happen to us — she’s not a political 

figure, which admittedly is the point, but she’s 

also not a celebrity either. She’s just a grad 

student who happened to get horrifically insulted 

by Rush Limbaugh. We would think the best 

thing for her was to keep out of the public eye, 

particularly at this point after the whole thing’s 

died down. Figureheads have a habit of 

overshadowing the actual issues or actions they 

themselves are advocating. (See also: Julian 

Assange. Who still remembers anything 

WikiLeaks ever did in detail?) Still, we’re sure Ms 

Fluke will give a good speech, make several good 

points, and get eviscerated by 

the right-wing press. 

As we head into September, and 

the home straight of the year, 

we also head into the real  

money part of the election — 

voting is two months away. 

Debates are around the corner. 

Things will get madder before 

they get better. 

Bring it on. 

CONVENTIONEERING 

The president of the United States, yesterday. 
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The National Rifle Association 

extends its sympathies to the 

victims of  the Aurora, Oak 

Creek and Empire State 

Building shootings, and 

vehemently hope that hand 

and assault weapons continue 

to proliferate until such 

tragedies never happen again. 

Makes sense to us 
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GOLD! 

GOLD!! 
GOLD!!! 

Thanks to 
the 
Olympics, 
patriotism 
isn’t just for 
scoundrels 
anymore. 
Here’s how 
Britain got 
its groove 
back. 
Words: Gareth Manford 
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O 
h yeah. The Union Jack. We remember 

that. It’s that thing like the stars and 

stripes, only with crosses and things, and 

not American. Nick Griffin likes it. Well, 

it’s back in fashion, and not just among racists 

and dickless arseholes. 

We’ve always instinctively distrusted patriotism. 

As Bill Hicks said, it’s a round world last time we 

checked. Tribalism is an animal instinct, territory 

as tangible evidence of strength; survival and 

reproduction. With the evolution of 

consciousness, we’re ostensibly above that sort of 

thing by now. 

Nations are 

the product of 

a 

combination 

o f 

geographical 

chance and 

h u m a n i t y ’ s 

inability to 

rise above its 

baser fucking 

n a t u r e s , 

which is 

what’s caused 

literally everything bad in the history of the 

world, when you think about it. 

 

A 
nd yet...with Britain’s outsized home-

nation success at the Olympics, even we 

can’t help but feel proud. Of our country. 

Something about which we have no 

control. There’s a feel-good factor from these 

Olympics, whether we like it or not. And that’s 

really confusing to a country so dead-set on self-

deprecation that it spent half its own opening 

ceremony (which was awesome) saying “yeah, 

well…” 

Britain is the 

least swaggering 

country in the 

world  these 

days. It wasn’t 

always thus, of 

course. Back in 

the days of 

Empire, the likes 

of Cecil Rhodes 

walked around 

l i k e  t h e 

particular scrap 

of land on which 

their parents fucked somehow granted them the 

The Queen arriving at Balmoral for a command performance of Swan Lake yesterday. Photo 
credit: Fabrizio Bensch/Reuters. 
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biggest knobs on the planet. Lately, however, 

we’ve been notably self-effacing, like an aged 

mentor watching its offspring fight with faintly 

detached amusement (before leaping into the fray 

ourselves because one of our kids, who’s now a 

steroid-enhanced douchebag with a hair-trigger 

temper and fists the size of Vauxhall Vectras, 

commanded us to). So to be unfeasibly 

excited...even proud of our country again is a very 

strange feeling. 

If you’ve read this magazine before, you’ll know 

we’re the fucking kings of rationalisation. We 

reconciled  our belief that Osama Bin Laden 

deserved to die with our opposition to the death 

penalty. Our cognitive assonance makes men 

weep. Very strange men. 

And yet...we have trouble with this whole 

“national pride” thing. All through the Olympics 

(well, not so much the first couple of days, but 

after that it was all gravy) we were thinking “YAY 

BRITAIN I LOVE BEING BRITISH” with our 

reptile minds, while our douchebag killjoy 

intellectual brains were saying, “Yes, but Britain 

invented the concentration camp.” “HOORAY 

FOR TEAM GB!” “It’s just a country.” “EAT IT, 

AUSTRALIA!” “...well, okay, but it’s still only 

—” “OH SHUT UP YOU BORING, SELF-

IMPORTANT BASTARD!” It was like living 

with Christopher Hitchens and a five-year old 

child in your head for a fortnight. “Patriotism is 

the last refuge of a — ” “SHUT UP!” 

W 
e eventually figured it out. Ultimately, 

Samuel Johnson notwithstanding, the 

outpouring of patriotism is good for 

the country, because the country was 

fucking depressed. Had been for years. 

Ever since Gordon Brown’s hapless premiership. 

Cameron just made it worse. The nation was on 

the point of just nonchalantly hacking into its own 

collective arms with a bit of old tin. The Olympics 

being such a massive success — both on the level 

of celebrating Britain as the host nation and in 

terms of British sporting glory — cheered us all up 

and made us happy to be in this country again. 

And, result of animal instinct or not, nations and 

cultures are how we exist; they divide some of us 

and unite the rest. The other two options are 

universal unity — and we’re a bunch of steps 

down the evolutionary ladder from being capable 

of that — or universal division. We might as well 

make the most of what we’ve got. 

Shame we had to keep looking at Cameron and 

Coe. And Boris fucking Johnson — very probably 

the next Prime Minister. Prove us wrong, reality. 

Prove us wrong. 
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Anatomy 

of a 

TuRd 

Far-right propaganda? Nonchalant racism?  In the Daily 
Mail?  Surely some mistake? 
Yes, everybody’s favourite apocalypse-beckoning useful 

idiot generator warmed up for their barnstorming “What’s 

so funny ‘bout Arbeit Macht Frei?” column with a piece 
about the Olympic opening ceremony that made Jesus cry. 
With reckless disregard for the pointlessness of the 
endeavour, let’s pick apart its corpse for shits and giggles. 
This column—by some cockmuncher called Rick 
Dewsbury—was published online, quickly revised and 
eventually detonated altogether. This is the original version. 

As is common with articles and columns in this paper, even 

the headline is infuriating. 

So we start out with a sad story about a man who died 

because some douchebag doctors and hospital staff weren’t 

paying attention and/or couldn’t give a fuck. And while 

we’re not familiar with the case, and have to allow for the 

fact that we’re getting told it by the Daily Mail, it’s a horrible 

story which should infuriate anyone with a mind. Is it a 

damning indictment of the NHS? Unless literally every other 

NHS staff member does the same, obviously not. It’s a 

damning indictment of those individual cocksuckers, that’s 

all. 

 

And of course the tale is related with the syrupiest, purplest 

of prose; the kind of thing that wouldn’t make it into The 

People’s Friend. No heartstring is left untugged. They try so 

hard to make you weep, they might as well surround your 

house and deploy tear gas. We don’t want to seem 

insensitive to the poor man’s family here—it’s a terrible 

story. But giving it so much schmaltz, and in service of such 

terrible aims, is arguably far less sensitive than anything we 

could do short of pissing on his grave. 

LIE ALERT: they didn’t “refuse”, they just didn’t give a 

fuck. Doesn’t make much difference to his family, but it’s 

important. The Mail is framing it as a malicious act of 

premeditated murder from the sociopath-ridden NHS. 

Maybe that’s appropriate. You didn’t give us enough 

information to know one way or the other. 

I don’t know, let’s ask them! Oh wait, there’s no need, 

because you’re here to speak for them! And apparently they 

now hate the entire institution of the NHS, because 

apparently the entire NHS, as a whole, is a murderer. 

Shouting at the rain: Sampford Courtenay 
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Do you know how fucking difficult live theatre is? Just 

putting three performances of a Brian Friel play together 

for A-Level Drama was a nightmare. This is so many 

orders of magnitude above that. Those nurses were 

working fucking hard. Not that you’d know about that. 

Yeah, we went there. You never worked a nanosecond 

in your fucking life, although many of your readers did. 

Kids in hospital beds being read bedtime stories 

by JK Rowling = shameful. 

FUCK EVERYWHERE EXCEPT BRITAIN. 

SPECIFICALLY THE HOME COUNTIES. 

EVERYWHERE IS SHIT EXCEPT HERE. 

Bullshit bullshit bullshit bullshit bullshit bullshit 

bullshit bullshit bullshit bullshit bullshit bullshit. 

No, no-one has. BECAUSE IT MAKES NO 

FUCKING SENSE. AT ALL. 

“Yeah, okay so Jerusalem was good, but that’s 

Blake and Parry, not Boyle. The only praise 

you’re getting out of us is FAINT, BITCHES!” 

Cue massive grinding gear change! Also, a 

family living in a house is less realistic than the 

Queen parachuting into the Olympic Stadium 

alongside James Bond. Okay. 

Ugh. Notice they don’t say the black man is 

educated. Insidious NF-level racism in an article 

ostensibly about the Olympics and/or NHS. The 

Daily Mail is not just a joke. It really is evil. 

This is like a parody by now. “FUCKEN 

NIGGERS ON MY TV SCREEN, AND THAT 

BULLSHIT MUSIC THE KIDS LISTEN TO 

NOWADAYS, GET OFF MY LAWN, ETC.” 

TWITTER IS A LEFT-WING CONSPIRACY 

“Social engineering”? So allowing black people 

to exist in a space is some sort of social eugenics 

of popular thought or something now? 

Oh, and we’re back to the original point. I think 

this was written ad hoc as the ceremony was 

going on, and Dewsbury just got distracted by 

the appearance of a coon with a nice white girl and 

forgot what he was meant to be writing about. 

When the Mail starts a sentence 

with “Yes,” it’s code for “we do 

not mean the following:” Fuck you. 
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PRIMER #4 AFGHANISTAN 
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GENERATION 
SANDPIT 

If you’re as old or younger than our editor, then the 

“Coalition of the Credulous” have been in Afghanistan for 
your entire adult life. What the fuck are we doing there 
again? Even we can’t remember, so we looked it up. Here’s 
the history of the second most pointless war since Vietnam. 

Words: Thierry Henry Thoreau 
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Before we got there: Before we got there: The important fact is this: Afghanistan hasn’t The important fact is this: Afghanistan hasn’t not not been at war for almost forty years. It all started in the early 70s, been at war for almost forty years. It all started in the early 70s, 

when Afghanistan was giving democracy a go, and the communist party’s influence grew to the point where the president, fingerwhen Afghanistan was giving democracy a go, and the communist party’s influence grew to the point where the president, finger s s 

tugging at his collar, tried to distance himself from the party. Initially he just removed its members from the cabinet, but tugging at his collar, tried to distance himself from the party. Initially he just removed its members from the cabinet, but thethe  situation situation 

eventually escalated to the point where he ended up dissolving the entire party and making it illegal. They responded by murdeventually escalated to the point where he ended up dissolving the entire party and making it illegal. They responded by murd eriering him ng him 

(cleverly choosing a bank holiday to stage their coup, so his army had the day off(cleverly choosing a bank holiday to stage their coup, so his army had the day off——this is true) and taking over. But that didn’this is true) and taking over. But that didn’t last too t last too 

long, because nolong, because no--one actually one actually liked liked themthem——hence the firings and whatnothence the firings and whatnot——including themselves. The first communist leader was including themselves. The first communist leader was 

murdered by the man  who became the second, whereupon he implemented a new program to clear out the prisons: kill everyone. Imurdered by the man  who became the second, whereupon he implemented a new program to clear out the prisons: kill everyone. In n 

exasperation, someone rang up the Soviet Union, and they marched in in 1979 to try and sort the mess out. Yet another governmexasperation, someone rang up the Soviet Union, and they marched in in 1979 to try and sort the mess out. Yet another governmentent  fell, fell, 

but now the USSR found themselves bogged down in a massive, hot, muddy, rocky, unforgiving desert landscape, in a constant but now the USSR found themselves bogged down in a massive, hot, muddy, rocky, unforgiving desert landscape, in a constant 

stalemate with counterstalemate with counter--insurgents who knew the terrain far better (and were armed with American weapons). These counterinsurgents who knew the terrain far better (and were armed with American weapons). These counter --insurgeninsurgents ts 

were called Mujahadeen. They included Osama Bin Laden. They were America’s great friends. Later, a lot of them would get togewere called Mujahadeen. They included Osama Bin Laden. They were America’s great friends. Later, a lot of them would get toge thether r 

and call themselves the Taliban. First, they got rid of the Soviets (buggering off home in 1989, sick to the back teeth of aland call themselves the Taliban. First, they got rid of the Soviets (buggering off home in 1989, sick to the back teeth of al l tl the sand and he sand and 

pointlessness). Then, in 1992, they brought down the Government again, because they hadn’t done that in a while, and set up tpointlessness). Then, in 1992, they brought down the Government again, because they hadn’t done that in a while, and set up the he Islamic Islamic 

State of Afghanistan. They set up an interim Government pending elections, but unfortunately they never got around to it; insState of Afghanistan. They set up an interim Government pending elections, but unfortunately they never got around to it; ins teatead, two d, two 

militias rose (funded by, and acting as catspaws for, Saudi Arabia and Iran) and inevitably started up yet another civil war.militias rose (funded by, and acting as catspaws for, Saudi Arabia and Iran) and inevitably started up yet another civil war.   ThThis went on is went on 

for another couple of years before a third side joined in for another couple of years before a third side joined in ——  the Taliban, whose hobby was insanely fundamentalist Islam. By 1996,the Taliban, whose hobby was insanely fundamentalist Islam. By 1996,  they’d they’d 

effectively “won” effectively “won” ——  inasmuch as they were in charge of Afghanistan now inasmuch as they were in charge of Afghanistan now ——  but that just meant the Civil War was in a new phase. Wbut that just meant the Civil War was in a new phase. With ith 

the Taliban in charge, America (and allies) started giving the country sideways glances, but the experience of the Soviets althe Taliban in charge, America (and allies) started giving the country sideways glances, but the experience of the Soviets alwayways kept s kept 

their noses out of it. Until.their noses out of it. Until.  

September 11, 2001: September 11, 2001: terrorists (led by a highly ungrateful former Mujahedeen) destroy the World Trade Centre, killing thousands.terrorists (led by a highly ungrateful former Mujahedeen) destroy the World Trade Centre, killing thousands.  

October 2001: October 2001: America (and Britain) launch Operation Enduring Freedom (Operation Veritas as the British call it, later Operation America (and Britain) launch Operation Enduring Freedom (Operation Veritas as the British call it, later Operation 

Fingal and since 2002, Operation Herrick), dropping cruise missiles like explosive diarrhoea on Kabul, Kandahar and Heart in Fingal and since 2002, Operation Herrick), dropping cruise missiles like explosive diarrhoea on Kabul, Kandahar and Heart in at at 

attempt to murder Osama Bin Ladenattempt to murder Osama Bin Laden——who the Taliban have bragged about harbouring in the pastwho the Taliban have bragged about harbouring in the past——in the most thorough way in the most thorough way 

possible. Two days later, they accidentally kill four UN employees and injure four more. Good start. Sending in ground troopspossible. Two days later, they accidentally kill four UN employees and injure four more. Good start. Sending in ground troops , w, we e 

immediately ally ourselves with the Taliban’s only organised opponents, the United Front (we call them the Northern Alliance)immediately ally ourselves with the Taliban’s only organised opponents, the United Front (we call them the Northern Alliance) , , 

which is also the last militia standing from the 1992 accord. We convince ourselves they’re better than the Taliban, which thwhich is also the last militia standing from the 1992 accord. We convince ourselves they’re better than the Taliban, which they ey are, are, 

but not by as much as we would have liked. Already, we’re getting involved in things other than the stated aim (find Bin Ladebut not by as much as we would have liked. Already, we’re getting involved in things other than the stated aim (find Bin Laden, n, kick kick 

him to death).him to death).  

November 2001: November 2001: To the surprise of everyone, including the Americans, Afghan Cities start falling like dominoes. AqTo the surprise of everyone, including the Americans, Afghan Cities start falling like dominoes. Aq--Kubruk, Zari, Kubruk, Zari, 

Mazari Sharif, Herat (of its own accord) and most notably: Kabul, which is abandoned altogether by the Taliban as soon as NorMazari Sharif, Herat (of its own accord) and most notably: Kabul, which is abandoned altogether by the Taliban as soon as Nor thethern rn 

Alliance troops start to appear on the horizon. With the fall of Kabul, the NA now occupy almost the entire North of the counAlliance troops start to appear on the horizon. With the fall of Kabul, the NA now occupy almost the entire North of the countrytry  

(hence the name we gave them). Hey, this war thing’s easy!  Meanwhile, al(hence the name we gave them). Hey, this war thing’s easy!  Meanwhile, al --Qaeda suffer their first casualty in Mohammed Atef, Qaeda suffer their first casualty in Mohammed Atef, 

military chief (and, like literally every other dead Muslim on the planet for the next ten years, Bin Laden’s rightmilitary chief (and, like literally every other dead Muslim on the planet for the next ten years, Bin Laden’s right --hand man). Bhand man). By the end y the end 

of the month, the Northern Alliance has control of the whole top half of Afghanistan after the fall of the Taliban’s last strof the month, the Northern Alliance has control of the whole top half of Afghanistan after the fall of the Taliban’s last str ongonghold there, hold there, 

in Kunduz. Pakistan helpfully evacuate most of the Taliban and alin Kunduz. Pakistan helpfully evacuate most of the Taliban and al--Qaeda members hiding there before the allies can get them. WitQaeda members hiding there before the allies can get them. With the h the 

Taliban down to just a quarter of the country, the focus turns to Kandahar. It’s not all good news: a major prison riot at thTaliban down to just a quarter of the country, the focus turns to Kandahar. It’s not all good news: a major prison riot at th e me military ilitary 

garrison of Qalagarrison of Qala--ii--Jangj causes the first American casualty, alongside 40 Northern Alliance men. There’s a memorial to the whiteJangj causes the first American casualty, alongside 40 Northern Alliance men. There’s a memorial to the white   guy guy 

there now.there now.  

December 2001: December 2001: Kandahar falls. The allies chase alKandahar falls. The allies chase al--QaedaQaeda——and Osama Bin Laden in personand Osama Bin Laden in person——to Tora Bora, a network of caves to Tora Bora, a network of caves 

down the road from the Khyber Pass and a tendown the road from the Khyber Pass and a ten--minute drive from the Pakistani border. We spend a week bombing the shit out of minute drive from the Pakistani border. We spend a week bombing the shit out of 

the mountains like men trying to stamp out the bulges in the carpet with heavy ordnance, while the Northern Alliance have thethe mountains like men trying to stamp out the bulges in the carpet with heavy ordnance, while the Northern Alliance have the   

dog’s work of teeming slowly across the rocks and trees and rocks and more rocks and rocks. Eventually, the caves are capturedog’s work of teeming slowly across the rocks and trees and rocks and more rocks and rocks. Eventually, the caves are captured d 

and cleared out, but Bin Laden is nowhere to be seen and cleared out, but Bin Laden is nowhere to be seen ——  having probably buggered off to Pakistan as soon as he caught wind that having probably buggered off to Pakistan as soon as he caught wind that 

angry people with guns were on their way. Report’s vary; some bloke calling himself “Dalton Fury”  claims to have actually heangry people with guns were on their way. Report’s vary; some bloke calling himself “Dalton Fury”  claims to have actually heardard  

him broadcasting encouraging messages on the radio before having several bombs dropped on his head, none of which managed to him broadcasting encouraging messages on the radio before having several bombs dropped on his head, none of which managed to 

kill them. This may not be strictly true. Anyway, never mind Bin Laden: the Taliban are now done. That’s why we’re here, righkill them. This may not be strictly true. Anyway, never mind Bin Laden: the Taliban are now done. That’s why we’re here, right? t? 

The year ends with a new interim Government, under Hamid Karzai, being sworn in.The year ends with a new interim Government, under Hamid Karzai, being sworn in.  
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2002: 2002: ...And the new year begins with the first American dying in combat. Just like the Soviets twenty years earlier, the Coalition...And the new year begins with the first American dying in combat. Just like the Soviets twenty years earlier, the Coalition  

watch as a war becomes an occupation, all in a country whose terrain makes armed combat even more of a greulling, nightmarishwatch as a war becomes an occupation, all in a country whose terrain makes armed combat even more of a greulling, nightmarish   

ordeal than it is already. It doesn’t help that in late January, the Americans mount a successful raid on an ordeal than it is already. It doesn’t help that in late January, the Americans mount a successful raid on an allied military compound. allied military compound. 

JulyJuly——seven months into a sixseven months into a six--month interim Governmentmonth interim Government——sees one of Karzai’s deputies assassinated. An attempt on Karzai himself sees one of Karzai’s deputies assassinated. An attempt on Karzai himself 

would close the year out, but not before the first of many car bombs in the middle of Kabul kills 30 and injures 167 more.would close the year out, but not before the first of many car bombs in the middle of Kabul kills 30 and injures 167 more.  

2003: 2003: Bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, Bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, 

bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, and we’re all bloody sick of being here, but nobloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, and we’re all bloody sick of being here, but no --one can find a way out through all the bloodsheone can find a way out through all the bloodshed, d, 

bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed. With America and Britain now distracted by an even more pointless war bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed. With America and Britain now distracted by an even more pointless war in in 

Iraq, NATO takes over operations in Afghanistan. Towards the end of the year, they make a start at getting a constitution donIraq, NATO takes over operations in Afghanistan. Towards the end of the year, they make a start at getting a constitution done. e. 

Meanwhile, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed.Meanwhile, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed.  

20042004: After a few weeks, the constitution is finalised and ratified, leading to elections in October which result in Hamid Karzai: After a few weeks, the constitution is finalised and ratified, leading to elections in October which result in Hamid Karzai  

being democratically chosen to carry on the job he’d been doing for close to three years already.  Meanwhile: bloodshed, being democratically chosen to carry on the job he’d been doing for close to three years already.  Meanwhile: bloodshed, 

bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed.bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed. 

20052005: Operation Red Wings is launched by the American forces to disrupt a growing Anti: Operation Red Wings is launched by the American forces to disrupt a growing Anti--Coalition Militia. It is a fuckup. 19 Coalition Militia. It is a fuckup. 19 

Navy SEALS and 1 Chinook helicopter are lost in the process of achieving marginally more than nothing. More elections happen.Navy SEALS and 1 Chinook helicopter are lost in the process of achieving marginally more than nothing. More elections happen.  

Bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed. Bloodshed, bloodshed, bloodshed.  

20062006: By now, we are resigned to never getting out of this fucking country. The CIA fire some missiles into a blameless village i: By now, we are resigned to never getting out of this fucking country. The CIA fire some missiles into a blameless village in n 

Pakistan out of sheer frustration, killing 18 villagers and 0 alPakistan out of sheer frustration, killing 18 villagers and 0 al--Qaeda operatives. Everyone gets together in London and agrees tQaeda operatives. Everyone gets together in London and agrees to act o act 

as though Afghanistan is still a functioning country for the time being. The Taliban, still not taking the hint, mount an assas though Afghanistan is still a functioning country for the time being. The Taliban, still not taking the hint, mount an assaulault on a t on a 

forward base in Helmand Province that doesn’t get them anywhere, but they manage to kill 15 people, which is not to be sniffeforward base in Helmand Province that doesn’t get them anywhere, but they manage to kill 15 people, which is not to be sniffed ad at. t. 

Sorry, 14 Sorry, 14 ——  the other one was killed by an American by mistake. Reading the writing on the wall, NATO launch Operation the other one was killed by an American by mistake. Reading the writing on the wall, NATO launch Operation 

Mountain Thrust Mountain Thrust ——  like the best Operations, named after some kind of terrifying futuristic sex aid like the best Operations, named after some kind of terrifying futuristic sex aid ——  which, while it kills a whowhich, while it kills a whole le 

lot  of people and forces the Taliban into tactical withdrawal, still doesn’t fucking win the war. The Canadians get their owlot  of people and forces the Taliban into tactical withdrawal, still doesn’t fucking win the war. The Canadians get their own sn slice of lice of 

the despair pie when the Battle of Panjawi causes them to launch Operation Medusa. The rest of NATO follow up Mountain Thrustthe despair pie when the Battle of Panjawi causes them to launch Operation Medusa. The rest of NATO follow up Mountain Thrust   

with Mountain Fury, which is much the same and has much the same result.with Mountain Fury, which is much the same and has much the same result. 

20072007: Dick Cheney comes to visit! While he’s there, a suicide bomber blows up part of Bagram Airfield. Unfortunately, he survives: Dick Cheney comes to visit! While he’s there, a suicide bomber blows up part of Bagram Airfield. Unfortunately, he survives, , 

although 23 people don’t. In March, an attempted bomb attack on a US convoy leads to a few of the proud, the Marines, (let’s although 23 people don’t. In March, an attempted bomb attack on a US convoy leads to a few of the proud, the Marines, (let’s givgive e 

them the benefit of the doubt and say) panicking and shooting anything brown that moves. 19 people are killed, including a bathem the benefit of the doubt and say) panicking and shooting anything brown that moves. 19 people are killed, including a baby by and and 

three old men. Hamid Karzai is unimpressed. Western media carefully keeps mention of the massacre to a minimum. Something three old men. Hamid Karzai is unimpressed. Western media carefully keeps mention of the massacre to a minimum. Something 

similar happens in June when a Taliban attack on another convoy leads to the US bombing the shit out of the blameless villagesimilar happens in June when a Taliban attack on another convoy leads to the US bombing the shit out of the blameless village  ofof  

Hyderabad, mostly killing women and children. Meanwhile, more operations are launched that lead to the Taliban being temporarHyderabad, mostly killing women and children. Meanwhile, more operations are launched that lead to the Taliban being temporarilyily  

pinned back, with no net gain. After six years of attrition, we appear to be going mad.pinned back, with no net gain. After six years of attrition, we appear to be going mad. 

20082008: Year of bombings. 100 people are killed in a single suicide attack in Kandahar. American forces are starting to skirmish : Year of bombings. 100 people are killed in a single suicide attack in Kandahar. American forces are starting to skirmish 

with Pakistan along the border. The sun beats down. The sand swirls. Nowith Pakistan along the border. The sun beats down. The sand swirls. No--one remembers what we’re there for. More attrition. one remembers what we’re there for. More attrition. 

The year ends with a pledge from the new PresidentThe year ends with a pledge from the new President--Elect Barack Obama to send 3,000 more troops.Elect Barack Obama to send 3,000 more troops. 

20092009: Bush fucks off, leaving this nightmare for Obama to deal with. Obama is immediately blamed for the whole thing by the : Bush fucks off, leaving this nightmare for Obama to deal with. Obama is immediately blamed for the whole thing by the 

rightright--wing media. Granai airstrike happens; at least 100 civilians are killed, largely women and children. War no closer to an ewing media. Granai airstrike happens; at least 100 civilians are killed, largely women and children. War no closer to an end. nd. 

Obama announces a troop surge.Obama announces a troop surge. 

20102010:  More civilians are killed by mistake. Afghanistan increasingly resembling an abattoir in a sandpit. US General McChrystal :  More civilians are killed by mistake. Afghanistan increasingly resembling an abattoir in a sandpit. US General McChrystal 

accidentally gives an interview to a national magazine, resigns. In September, they have more elections, which are probably accidentally gives an interview to a national magazine, resigns. In September, they have more elections, which are probably 

hookey, but nohookey, but no--one cares anymore.one cares anymore. 

20112011:  Osama Bin Laden is found and killed. Despite the original objective having finally been fulfilled, the war fails to end. A:  Osama Bin Laden is found and killed. Despite the original objective having finally been fulfilled, the war fails to end. A  

couple of months later an entire helicopter gets shot down, with the loss of 30 Navy SEALS, just to illustrate the point. Thecouple of months later an entire helicopter gets shot down, with the loss of 30 Navy SEALS, just to illustrate the point. There re is is 

no escape. We are in Afghanistan. There is no escape.no escape. We are in Afghanistan. There is no escape. 
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NEW SCHOOL 
OLD SCHOOL 

THE 

OF 
Just as we were finishing up, David Cameron, apparently stung by some Tory fucker saying they were caving in to the 
Lib Dems too much—which is like saying George Bush was whipped by House Leader Harry Reid — decided to 
reshuffle his cabinet to push the Government even further right. Obviously William Hague and Iain and Duncan Smith 
were safe, being effectively fascists already, and so was Gideon — they’ll never admit that mistake in a million years. 
But who else have we got here? Well, here’s the funniest ones.  

Words by John Wirstham-Harte. 

Ken Clarke becomes Minister Without Portfolio, with a “roving economic remit” that we’re choosing 
to interpret as meaning he’s going to be telling Gideon what all the numbers mean. He did already 
have Vince Cable to do that, of course, but apparently that’s not enough. Either than or Vince is sick 
of changing Gideon’s nappy and teaching him how percentages work. As the only former Chancellor 
of the Exchequer in the cabinet, Ken got the short straw. 

Chris Grayling gets Ken’s old job of Justice Secretary. He was Shadow Home Secretary until the 2010 election; 
he was overlooked in the this-time-it-counts cabinet in favour of Theresa May. Actually, Cameron’s first choice 
was dot-eyed personality-challenged fascist Iain and Duncan Smith, but he wanted to stay at Work and 
Pensions  so this douche got the job instead. He’s much more right-wing than the relatively moderate Clarke, 
once telling B&Q it was fine to turn away gay couples. Just a reminder: he’s now Justice Secretary. 

Jeremy Hunt — you know, the guy who, as Culture Secretary, was happy to hand over control of everything in the 
world to Rupert Murdoch — is now the FUCKING HEALTH SECRETARY. A man who despises the NHS beyond all 
reason. Who believes wholeheartedly in homeopathy (that’s the one where they put magic sugar pills in water and 
it makes you better because water has memory and aaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAA). A wide-eyed schoolboy who has 
no idea how to be a minister. It was a hard task finding someone worse than Andrew Lansley. Well done, Dave. 

Patrick McLoughlin takes over as Transport Secretary despite the fact that Justine Greening only had the 
job for eleven months. The thing is, Cameron really wants that completely unnecessary third runway at 
Heathrow. She didn’t. So she’s now been relegated to International Development and this dickcabbage 
has her old job. We don’t know a huge amount about him — he’s been around since 1986, Speaker Bercow 
once told him to shut the fuck up — but he certainly looks like your typical tubby, red-faced Tory arse. 

Maria Miller takes over both Jeremy Hunt’s old job of Culture Secretary, and Lynne Featherstone’s post of 
Minister for Women and Equality. God knows what she’ll make of Peter Bazalgette, never mind the increasingly 
divided Murdoch clan, but in the latter role she promises to be hilarious, having voted for Nadine Dorries’ bible-
belt abortion bill, and against almost every LGBT rights-related action that’s hoved into her field of vision over 
the last couple of years. It’s like having a health secretary who believes in homeopathy. OH WAIT. 

Grant Shapps takes over from Baroness Warsi as Chairman. A toothy, balding prep-school sixth-former, everything 
about Grant, from his Tim Nice-But-Dim face to his Poncey McPonceton name, is instantly and superficially hateful. 
For all we know, he could be the nicest man in the world, but since he’s a Tory this seems unlikely. Previously he 
was minister in charge of housing, a non-cabinet role but still an important one. His replacement is a fat white man, 
albeit one from Cornwall, which is slightly interesting to us as that’s where the magazine is made. 

Baroness Warsi, for her part, is demoted to juggling a dogsbody’s job at the Foreign Office with the job of 

Minister for Faith (on account of she’s a Muslim and shit yeah), and of course being a “working-class single 
mum” — a role for which she definitely picked the wrong party. Demoted from the chairmanship for no 
apparent reason whatsoever, she had the sense, not to mention the Northern sensibilities, not to take it with 
good grace. Wish she’d smacked Cameron in the face, though. 

Eric Pickles is Communities Secretary. He’s not going anywhere, we just like printing his picture. LOOK AT 
HIM! BEHOLD HIS IMAGE! HE WAS ONCE A MAN! 
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 "These people who are making a big deal out 

of gay marriage? I don't give a fuck about who 

wants to get married to anybody else! Why 

not?! We're making a big deal out of things we 

shouldn't be making a deal out of. They go on 

and on with all this bullshit about 'sanctity' — 

don't give me that sanctity crap! Just give 

everybody the chance to have the life they 

want .” 

HOLLYWOOD LIBERALS HAVE THEIR IDEAS. 

WE HAVE OURS. 
(more money for us; fuck you) 

THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE UNFATHOMABLY RICH TO GET UNFATHOMABLY RICHER STILL AND FUCK ALLA Y’ALLS IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT THIS PROPAGANDA. 
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Unless otherwise indicated, all  materials are used without permission. No profit is made from the distribution of this 
magazine. No attempt has been made to supersede existing copyright. This magazine is not affiliated with any company 
or service mentioned herein. I mean, obviously. We only mention it to cover our arse.  Neither are we affiliated with any 
organizations or pressure groups mentioned in passing in these pages. We managed to sneak in another TISM reference! 
On a related subject, we only knew about Australia’s Flag Day because our great-aunt lives there and sends us a 
calendar every year. So thanks for that. And yeah, we know it’s alte. Idly playing with “Iwritelike.com”, we got Kurt 
Vonnegut. So basically we rule. “Electrical votes” is deliberate. We’re funny and clever. 

NEXT ISSUE: FUCKING ELECTION MOTHERFUCKER  

YOU HAVE BEEN READING 

ISSUE FOURTEEN, AUTUMN 2012 

CARTOON BY KENSWICK 

Kenswick 4-9-12 
BOB THE FISH SYNDICATE 

Mummy! Help! 
There’s a war 

on women 
under the bed! 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
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YES, THAT’S STILL THE BLOODY FLAG. 

ON BEHALF OF EVERYONE AT ANFA,  

HAVE A HAPPY FLAG DAY. 
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america votes and goes home 

Next issue 

2SUNS 14: September 2012. 


